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EACH ONE! BLESS ONE! YOU MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
If Each One Will Bless One, the World as We know it Will Change!

Emmanuel’s Blessings to You! Peace and Love in Christ! PLC!
Visit the Seal-of-God, Four-N-One, Dot, Wow, Prophecy, Keys & Lessons, IA, PP and Welcome...

Each One! Bless One!

* * * * *

S-E-L-F often hides in vanity. And V-A-N-I-T-Y often hides in education.
Self and vanity are under the shadow of the wings of P-R-I-D-E.

“For God giveth to a man that is good in his sight wisdom, and
knowledge, and joy: but to the sinner he giveth travail, to gather and
to heap up, that he may give to him that is good before God. This
also is vanity and vexation of spirit.”

ECCLESIASTES 2:26 (KJ)

“Moreover the profit of the earth is for all: the king himself is served
by the field. He that loveth silver shall not be satisfied with silver;
nor he that loveth abundance with increase: this is also vanity.”

ECCLESIASTES 5:9-10 (KJ)

liminate self. Part Four. Please read Part One, Monday, 2 August,

2010; Part Two, Wednesday, 4 August; Part Three, Monday, 9 August.

Thank you. Father God bless you continually and allow you to mentally and

spiritually prepare for His Rapture. Hey! It is coming! Think---RAPTURE! Not

MONEY! You might just miss it otherwise—you do not want that do you?

S-E-L-F often hides in vanity. And V-A-N-I-T-Y often hides in education.

Self and vanity are under the shadow of the wings of P-R-I-D-E. There

are a number of things which allow people or cause people to live in

vanity, to become vain: 1) money, 2) material things, 3) education, 4)

physical ability, 5) talent, 6) psychological ability, 7) prowess in any

number of venues, and the list goes on… These things, these places of

vanity cause partiality and conceit. "I charge thee before God, and the

Lord Jesus Christ, and the elect angels, that thou observe these

things without preferring one before another, doing nothing by

partiality." 1 Timothy 5:21 (KJ)

I was speaking to my son the other day and he was telling me how people who

are achieving higher education are getting filled with vanity. I asked, “How so?”
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Marcus said, “Because to learn anything other than about Jesus and God is

vanity.” He continued, “Only the knowledge of God and Jesus is true knowledge;

everything else, all other knowledge is not truly knowledge, not spiritual

knowledge but carnal knowledge or simply vanity.” Now you must know that my

heart jumped for joy to hear these words come out of his mouth, because it only

reinforced my knowledge that he is truly a seeker and lover of our Lord and

Savior Jesus Christ. Know this about my youngest son; he is about to finish his

doctorate degree in history. So you see, many of those PhD folk out there

unknowingly are filled to the brim with vanity and motivated by self—therein lies

the carnal mind—a mind whose will is focused on following one’s will not Father

God’s Will, which is more often than not is in conflict with what the person wants,

expects, and believe should be happening in their lives.

This carnal mind, this vanity and self-serving spirit is only reinforced by

televangelists who say remove those people from your lives who cause you

discomfort or who are not entirely with your program. You will find religious

leaders, who will tell you to remove those people who act as a stumbling block,

or who present adversity in your life, or those who do not agree with what you

say and what you do. Be careful, because Father God in His Infinite Wisdom,

will put people in your life, and circumstances in your life, that will get you out of

your comfort zone. And as long as you attempt to stay in your comfort zone, you

will not be moving in the perfect Will of Father God as we all should be

attempting to do, especially in these days as we approach the Rapture.

Sometimes, Father God places people in our lives that will make us

uncomfortable, so we can move to our knees, or move with compassion towards

others, or seek faith in Him more earnestly, or do his work more earnestly, or

listen more fervently, or seek better spiritual understanding in the circumstances

that life has presented before you. (TO BE CONTINUED)

ELIMINATE P-R-I-D-E, V-A-N-I-TY AND P-A-R-T-I-A-L-I-T-Y
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